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alking through the ashes of Table

Mountain National Park after last week’s

monumental fire, I didn’t expect to see it

as a landscape teeming with life, and yet it

was. The sensation was one mixed with

awe at the devastation, and wonder at the nature that has

survived or is already emerging. For 5 days the fire raged

through 5,500 hectares of the Cape Peninsula with strong

winds and extreme temperatures making it difficult for fire

fighters to control. Table Mountain National Park was by far

the most affected area, a pristine environment which is home

to about 2,000 species of plants – more than the entire British

Isles.

   But as I walked between the blackened fynbos on Silvermine,

I saw a rock kestrel hovering above, no doubt tracking a

rodent exposed by the lack of foliage; succulent green shoots

pushed up through the ash at my feet and pink proteas were

poised to blossom at the end of roasted stems.

http://africageographic.com/blog/update-as-cape-town-fire-still-raging/




Christian Boix, Africa Geographic’s travel director and

resident ornithologist, met up with me after walking the

opposite direction, towards Muizenberg. He had seen a

peregrine falcon and an African marsh harrier, the latter

unusual in this region, probably having flown in to capitalise

on vulnerable prey. White-necked ravens had also arrived to

scavenge and clean up the show. He showed me pictures of a

live tortoise – a relief from the images of dead ones too

encumbered to escape the flames – and he showed me insects

An African vlei rat forages in detritus of the fire. ©Christian Boix

Insect eggs, probably from a leaf borer, leave a trail on a leucodendron leaf.

©Christian Boix

A live tortoise which miraculously survived the rapidly advancing

flames.©Christian Boix

Fire is a rebirth for the
ecosystem, without which

the system winds
down and dies



working the flowers and millions of seeds which have been

scattered after the flames.

    ‘When we get a fire like this our instinctual reaction is to feel

a lot of sadness for the loss of our flora and fauna. But this

flora is adapted to burn, it needs to burn to live,’ said Dr.

Adam West from the Department of Biological sciences at

UCT in a radio interview last week. ‘If fynbos doesn’t burn

every 15 years or so we lose a lot of species, we lose a lot of

diversity from the system and the system effectively starts to

wind down and die. Fire is really important. It’s really a

rebirth for the ecosystem.’

   Personally, I’m excited at the opportunity to witness this

rebirth: not far beneath the soil, dormant seeds triggered by

the heat await the coming rains; burrowing animals and

insects are re-emerging and birds are flying in to claim them.

Ants scurry to reach seeds which they will bury for food,

thereby aiding germination, and rodents race to beat the ants

to it. But this is my layman’s sense of it.



The Lottery of Fire

As fynbos specialist Prof. Richard Cowling explains, a big

lottery is currently at play. ‘There’s a whole lot of sorting

going on right now in the way that fynbos regenerates. We’ve

had a fire that raged over four or five days, and in some places

the fire went into old, dense bush driven by strong winds. The

intensity would have been phenomenal. That would have had

a very different effect on regeneration to another area where

the veld was less dense and the fire was burning on a cool

day.’ Indeed one of the fire days was cooler and even brought

a bit of rain. In contrast, on the day before, Cape Town

An insect probably seeks refuge from the heat on the ground by climbing a protea. ©Christian Boix



recorded its hottest temperature in 100 years, at 42 degrees

celcius.

‘A really hot fire stimulates germination of your large species’

seeds, like pincushions and buchus, that have been buried in

the soil. Some might have been waiting for 50 years,’ he adds,

recounting the story of a species thought extinct which

suddenly remerged after an intensely hot fire. ‘But your

smaller seeded species, your ericas and daisies, get absolutely

singed by this heat, and that is why fynbos is so bogglingly

diverse: each fire is unique in the effect it has on the species.

It’s a lottery, a random process. You can’t predict what the fire

is going to be like. And what happens after the fire is so

important.’

   The timing of this latest fire has been perfect for many of the

plants, occurring as it did just before the rainy season. The

taller plants like proteas and leucodendrons that release seeds

after the fire are favoured if the rains arrive soon. But if the

fire had occurred in September, for example, these seeds

would lie on the soil surface right through the summer where

they can be scattered by wind and eaten by rodents.

http://www.porini.com/


Triggered by the heat, proteas release their seeds after the fire passes. ©Simon

Espley

Life pushes up through the ashes on Silvermine. ©Christian Boix

Many species of protea seeds are adapted to be scattered by the wind. ©Christian

Boix



‘If we get good winter rains starting in April, then that

compliment are going to germinate well. But that has another

implication. What you get is a really dense over-story of

proteas and leucodendrons which selectively suppresses the

plants in the understory.’ This shading out of smaller plants

means it is cooler there, and plants producing seeds dispersed

and buried by ants are going to suffer because ants don’t

venture into cool areas. Conversely, rodents like living under

proteas because it is cool, it provides them with shelter from

raptors and food in the way of seeds. So when the next fire

comes, even if it is intensely hot, there are not enough of those

hard seeds available for germination.

    ‘Ultimately this is a complex process,’ says Cowling. ‘The

plants gamble with their seeds. Sometimes they hit it big,

sometimes they don’t and there’s a local crash in the

population. It’s that up and down in populations with each fire

that enables this huge number of species to coexist in this

small region of the Cape Peninsula.’

Read more beneath the advert

The plants gamble with their
seeds. Sometimes they hit it
big, sometimes they don’t



The Winners and Losers

This “gamble” does not only apply to flora, but also insects

and animals that thrive on the fynbos in all its incredible

diversity.

    ‘Fire takes everything down to its most bold, most naked

competitive arena. It’s a fight for limited resources,’ says Dr.

Phoebe Barnard of the Birds & Environmental Change

Program at the South African National Biodiversity Institute.

   She explains that there are birds going into the burnt area as

opportunists, birds of prey like buzzards and goshawks which

capitalise on vulnerable mammals, and herons and hadedas

which capitalise on insects. Then there are birds that can feed

for a long time in “roasted” areas, like cape canaries which

feed on the seeds of leucodendron bushes, often roasted in

https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/run-against-elephant-poaching


their little cones. ‘I suppose it’s like having toasted sunflower

seeds,’ she adds.





‘You’ve got winners and losers in frequent fire. The winners

tend to be some of the fynbos endemic species like the Cape

rock-jumper. Birds like them do very well because fire exposes

the ground, the birds clean up any insects injured or killed by

the fire, and for the next four or five years they’ve got a

relatively open habitat of newly growing fynbos. One of the

losers might be something like the Cape sugarbird which

requires mature proteas and Proteoideae, such as

pincushions, to be able to drink nectar. They cannot rely on

things that come up in the new fire age, so they have to go

elsewhere.’

   Barnard studies the movement of fynbos endemic bird

species in such events. Each of the 6 endemic fynbos bird

species has a different movement strategy. Some of these birds

hang around in their territories, like the orange-breasted

sunbird, and they are very vulnerable to fire. But the Cape

sugarbirds move on, sometimes very long distances. Like

them, some birds have evolved to respond to large scale fire by

making use of nectar resources elsewhere, others are less

New life on Chapmans Peak looking over Hout Bay. ©Ryan Sandes

A ring-necked dove surveys the landscape in search of fresh seeds. ©Christian

Boix

The king of proteas takes a roasting. ©Anton Crone

Some birds have evolved to
respond to fire by making

use of nectar resources
elsewhere

evolved in that way.



evolved in that way.

They have found that over the past 10 or 15 years, more birds

have been moving down into the suburbs in the event of fire.

The sugarbird has an unfortunate name as the association

might encourage more people to place sugar water feeders in

their garden after fires in order to help the birds. ‘I have

mixed feelings about this,’ says Barnard. ‘I feel the way people

provide resources for wildlife is, on the whole, a negative thing

because it creates a dependency. By doing so we alter

movement patterns, survival patterns, health and disease

vulnerability.’ Barnard stresses that she is not talking only

about fynbos endemic birds, but species in general. ‘But at the

same time,’ she says, ‘we have manipulated the area around

natural fynbos, and we have caused more fires than is natural,

so we cannot help but try to compensate by providing food in

the event of such a large scale fire.’

http://www.thule.com/en/za/campaigns/thule-covert


What you can do to protect species in the event of fire:

What Barnard encourages people to do in the Cape Town

suburbs is to plant more locally indigenous water bearing and

flowering species for the long term. Only if they are not able

to, and only in the short term, should people provide nectar

bottles and feeders for birds, making sure not to provide

artificial sweeteners of any kind, including xylitol, because

they can kill sugarbirds.

   West says we can do things to help in the event of fire by

focusing on protecting the natural system, such as stopping

the encroachment of houses into the fynbos, and stopping the

propagation of alien vegetation that adds significant fuel to the

©Christian Boix



fire and risks it running completely out of control.

   Fynbos involves thousands of species. It’s not just proteas,

it’s birds, insects, reptiles and mammals. ‘Some are winners

and some are losers, but we must cater for all of them by

keeping a mosaic in the landscape,’ says Barnard. This ideal

would mean a landscape of fynbos at differing cycles of fire

age so that all species can thrive by moving easily between

habitats.

But we humans are the crucial species. The fynbos has

Young volunteers clean up glass newly exposed by the fire on Silvermine.

©Anton Crone

The ideal is a mosaic
landscape

of fynbos at
differing cycles

of fire age



survived for more than 3 million years. Lightning would have

been the key factor in starting fires back then, and humans

have been starting fires here for at least 200,000 years. You

can say we are part of the system. But fire that occurs too

frequently, or in the wrong season, means that plants do not

have time to seed or the seeds are wasted, resulting in the

elimination of species including plants, birds, insects, reptiles

and mammals. It’s a heady responsibility for our species.

   I often speed over Silvermine on my way to somewhere else,

ignorant of the incredible ecosystem on either side of the road.

But I’m going to spend more time here, and I look forward to

seeing new life take hold. One of the most rewarding sights on

Silvermine was seeing a different aspect of life in the ashes:

two young boys clearing up the broken bottles that were once

hidden by the undergrowth, now revealed by the flames.

Dedicated to all the firefighters and volunteers who worked

tirelessly to contain the blaze, and to the memories of

helicopter pilot Willem “Bees” Marais and firefighter Nazeem

Davies who died in service to the Cape of Good Hope.
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‘T
he roots are still smouldering. Every now and

then you hear a crash as one of the trees goes

down in the forest,’ says Gareth Petterson,

Inspector of SPCA’s Cape of Good Hope

Wildlife Unit after returning from a rescue

mission. ‘We were up there this morning and I thought it was

quite warm. Then I looked down to see smoke coming out

from under my shoes,’ adds Supervisor Megan Reid.

   They had just returned from Buitenverwachting farm on the

slopes below Table Mountain National Park where they

recovered a porcupine in the smouldering forest. For 5 days a

fire had raged through 5,500 hectares of the Cape Peninsula

with strong winds and extreme temperatures making it

difficult for fire fighters to control. The pads on the

porcupine’s feet had been burned and most of her quills were

gone having caught fire and disintegrated. ‘Her under-quills

seem to have saved her,’ explained Gareth.

http://africageographic.com/blog/update-as-cape-town-fire-still-raging/
http://africageographic.com/blog/update-as-cape-town-fire-still-raging/


SPCA supervisor Megan Reid at the site of the porcupine snare. Porcupine’s are

snared for food and body parts used in traditional medicine.

The surviving porcupine’s quills were burnt off by the fire.

The injure porcupine receives treatment at SPCA Wildlife Unit’s facilities.
©SPCA 



Looking into the pen where the porcupine was recovering

after treatment, I realised just how small she was without her

armour; a dark shadow of the creature that will not hesitate to

defend itself against the likes of leopards by backing into them

with their sharp quills. But without her natural protection she

cowered in a corner, wary of everyone.

   Another porcupine had been caught in a snare, unable to

escape the flames. The feeble hope is that he or she (the

remains were unrecognisable) was already dead by the time

the fire reached it. All that remained was a charcoal lump at

the end of a long constricting tube made of wire fencing. I

picked it up, remarking how very light it was, completely

devoid of moisture. I regretted it as the charcoal remains

crumbled in my hands.

   The small Wildlife Unit of just three people, including

trainee Shaun Giles, perform an essential task over a vast area

of over 11,000 square kilometers. They are often extremely

busy rescuing animals and caring for them, but Megan says

the most challenging part of last week was not being able to

reach animals as the fire raged through Table Mountain

National Park. ‘You know there are animals suffering but you

can’t get near them. It’s too dangerous, or you could get in the

The injure porcupine receives treatment at SPCA Wildlife Unit’s facilities.

©SPCA

Without her armoury of
quills the porcupine is

defenceless



way of the firefighters. We spent most of the week at Lakeside

Fire Station feeling helpless as we watched the mountain

burn. All we could do was help pack refreshments for the

fighters.’

Read more beneath the advert

Now this small team are very active as they are able to access

the fire-ravaged area. In situations like this they appoint

experienced volunteers to help. Mostly they receive calls from

the fire department letting them know of wild animals that are

injured or in danger, and they often receive calls from the

public. Many wild animals have escaped to residential areas

on the peripherally of the fire, but unless they are injured or

under threat, they compel people not to try and capture them,

but instead to leave the animals to their own devices. As

Gareth says, their natural instincts have helped them survive

situations like this for millions of years.

http://limpopo-lipadi.org/introduction/


Because they are nimble and quick witted baboons can generally escape the

flames. ©Jennifer Bruce

This parrot-beaked tortoise survivor will soon be released back into its natural

habitat. ©Anton Crone

http://www.jenniferbruce.org/


Agile creatures like baboons are generally able to escape the

fire and make their way to safety, but others, like tortoises, are

seriously disadvantaged. In walking the slopes, Africa

Geographic’s Christian Boix and I came across 4 dead

tortoises, and 1 which was miraculously alive. Images of

tortoises overtaken by the flames, or rescued alive by fire

fighters, have caught the public’s imagination.

   There are three rescued tortoises at the SPCA and Megan

introduces me to them. She has a soft spot for a parrot beaked

tortoise, a cute little character that barely grows any bigger

than a child’s hand. ‘What’s it’s name?’ I ask, immediately

taken with tortoise. ‘We try not to name them – we don’t want

to get too attached,’ she replies. ‘We’ve got to release them

back into the wild after all.’

   Megan estimated it would be at least two months before the

nameless porcupine was ready to look after herself and be

released. Plant bulbs are the most common part of their diet

and even in the worst fire-ravaged region these bulbs survive

to ensure future plant growth and food for the likes of the

porcupine.

   As I was writing this Megan contacted me with sad news: the

porcupine with the burnt feet had passed away, probably due

to smoke inhalation. Her death got to me. In the short

‘We try not to name them –
we don’t want to get

too attached’



precarious moment I had spent with the injured porcupine, I

had formed an attachment to her.

   Now I understand completely why they don’t name the

animals.

What you can do to help:

To report injured or threatened animals call:

021 700 4158/9 After hours: 083 326 1604

The Wildlife Unit benefits from donations which go

toward the care of animals and specialised

equipment. To support their work go to:

SPCA Cape of Good Hope

CLICK BELOW FOR MORE

https://wscp-99.cybersmart.co.za/spca-ct/give.asp
http://africageographic.com/expeditions/madikwe-photo-safari-francois-van-heerden/
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Lion cubs line up in the Kalahari.
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A flying fish leaves a pattern on the water in Isimangaliso Wetland Park, South Africa.
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Image by Hendrik Louw. Wildlife/Scenic category.
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The moody coast of Arniston, South Africa.
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Image by Steven Morrow. Wildlife/Scenic category.
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One of the fascinating installations at the AfrikaBurn festival 2015 in Tankwa Karoo, South

�

Africa.

Image by Steven Morrow. Wildlife/Scenic category.
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A Natal tree frog in Richards Bay, South Africa.
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Image by Hendrik Louw. Wildlife/Scenic category.
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Wildebeest traipse through the dust of the Kalahari.
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Image by Corlette Wessels. Wildlife/Scenic category.
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Pied kingfishers frolicking above Milnerton Lagoon, South Africa.
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Image by Halima Beale. Wildlife/Scenic category.
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Cape Aghulas Lighthouse on the southern most point of Africa.
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Image by Lorinda Minnaar. Wildlife/Scenic category.
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A steenbok poses in Kruger National Park, South Africa.
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Image by Adri Botma. Wildlife/Scenic category.
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A pygmy kingfisher takes flight in Umlhanga, South Africa.
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Image by Kelly Cestari. Wildlife/Scenic category.
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A leopard in Sabi Sands Game Reserve, South Africa.

�

Image by Anna Nagel. Wildlife/Scenic category.
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Cape mountain zebra in De Hoop Nature Reserve, South Africa.

�

Image by Lorinda Minnaar. Wildlife/Scenic category.
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Impala appear to kiss in Phinda Private Game Reserve, South Africa.

�

Image by Renee Dodd. Wildlife/Scenic category.
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Cheetah and cubs in Kruger National Park, South Africa.

�

Image by Riaan Fourie. Wildlife/Scenic category.
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Zebras enjoying a drink in Etosha National Park, Namibia.

�

Image by Riaan Olivier. Wildlife/Scenic category.
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LIFE IN THE ASHES

Issue 37, 13 March 2015

ANTON CRONE quit the crazy-wonderful world of

advertising to travel the world, sometimes working, sometimes

drifting. Along the way he unearthed a passion for Africa’s

stories – not the sometimes hysterical news agency headlines

�
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we all feed off, but the real stories. Anton has a strong

empathy with Africa’s people and their need to meet daily

requirements, often in remote environmentally hostile areas

co-habitated by Africa’s free-roaming animals. His journey

brought him to Africa Geographic where he is now Editor in

Chief, and custodian of Africa Geographic online magazine.

With LIFE IN THE ASHES Anton interviews ecologists about

the benefits fire to the Cape fynbos flora and fauna, and in

RESCUED FROM THE FLAMES he expounds on the essential

work of the SPCA’s Cape of Good Hope Wildlife Unit in caring

for fire affected animals.

 

CHRISTIAN BOIX left his native Spain, its great food,

siestas and fiestas to become an ornithologist at the University

of Cape Town and to start Tropical Birding, a company

specialising in bird-watching tours worldwide. The past 11

years have seen him travel to over 60 countries in search of

5,000 plus bird species. Time passed, his daughter became

convinced he was some kind of pilot and his wife acquired a

budgie for company – that’s when the penny dropped. Thrilled



to join the Africa Geographic team, and hardly contained in an

office, Christian runs Africa Geographic’s travel division,

reports on new and exciting travels, and continues to share

the joy of birding and exploration. Christian’s photographs of

the life he found in the Table Mountain National Park fynbos

after the 2015 fire can be found in LIFE IN THE ASHES.

 

http://www.iabsa.net/
http://www.atta.travel/
http://www.thelongrun.com/
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